
AdGear Advertiser: a full-featured third party ad server 
used by major brands



Custom Data Extraction

The AdGear platform allows to 
extract custom data based on 
all delivery metrics available in 
the system. 

This allows to create custom 
reports tailored specifically for 
the advertiser’s business rules.



Real-Time reporting (Inspect)

Real-time Inspect reporting
allows to dig deeper into
the inventory, spotting
trends and debugging
campaigns as they trickle in.

All entities seen in the Inspect
report are also available for
targeting across the entire
network.



Custom payloads & VAST/VPAID video

VAST

Extensive support for custom 
payloads allows to easily deploy 
custom formats, including the 
emerging VAST/VPAID 
standard for video.

Any type and format of content, 
no matter the dimensions, can 
be delivered through the 
platform. 

From simple video and audio to 
more complex XML-driven 
creative that is assembled from 
multiple assets, AdGear can 
accurately serve and track the 
ad across a number of devices. 



The same ad serving tag can 
personalize creative based on 
dates, frequency, geography, 
product hints, and many other 
variables. 

This allows to automate 
creative change as well as 
personalize creative to various 
audiences.

Full personalization with Ad Groups



Time range management with Ad Groups

Time range management in Ad 
Groups allows to switch 
creative based on dates, hours, 
and weekdays based on the 
internet user’s computer time. 



Web Analytics integration

AdGear automatically passes 
any campaign, placement and 
ad unit metadata to Google 
Analytics, allowing to slice and 
dice incoming traffic by many 
categories.

Omniture and Visual Sciences 
are also fully supported. 



Multiple delivery modes

AdGear can automatically serve 
creative in sequence mode, 
weighted mode (percentage of 
total), or automatically prioritize 
delivery of creative that best 
performance in clickthrough. 



Support for dynamic creative

AdGear supports dynamic 
creative, allowing to pass XML 
feed parameters that can be 
interpreted in Flash or HTML5/
JS creative. 




